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Relationship problems. Everybody has them. And sometimes you have them over and over and over.
Most of the people giving advice don’t know the research. So where are the real answers?
I decided to call an expert: Dr. John Gottman.
You might remember him as the researcher in Malcolm Gladwell’s Blink who, after just a few minutes, could
predict whether a couple would end up divorced.
John is a professor emeritus at the University of Washington and cofounder of the Gottman Institute. He’s
published over 190 papers and authored more than 40 books, including:
He’s also a really cool guy. John’s gained powerful insights from studying couples that thrive (who he calls
“Masters”) and couples that don’t (who he calls “Disasters.”)
So what are you going to learn here?
1. The four things that doom relationships.
2. The three things that prevent those four things.
3. The most important part of any relationship conversation.
4. The single best predictor of whether a relationship is working. (It’s so easy you can do it yourself in 2
minutes.)
http://www.bakadesuyo.com/2014/12/relationshipproblems/
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Want to be a Master and not a Disaster? Let’s get to it.

1) The Four Horsemen Of The Relationship Apocalypse
John has studied thousands of couples over his 40year career. Four things came up again and again that
indicated a relationship was headed for trouble. The Disasters did them a lot and the Masters avoided them:
#1: Criticism
This is when someone points to their partner and says their personality or character is the problem. Here’s
John:
Criticism is staging the problem in a relationship as a character flaw in a partner. The Masters did the
opposite: they point a finger at themselves and they really have a very gentle way of starting up the
discussion, minimizing the problem and talking about what they feel and what they need.
Ladies, are you listening? Because criticism is something women do a lot more than men. (Don’t worry, we’ll get
to how the guys screw up soon enough.)
#2: Defensiveness
This is responding to relationship issues by counterattacking or whining. Here’s John:
The second horseman was defensiveness which is a natural reaction to being criticized. It takes two forms:
counterattacking or acting like an innocent victim and whining. Again, the Masters were very different even
when their partner was critical. They accepted the criticism, or even took responsibility for part of the
problem. They said, “Talk to me, I want to hear how you feel about this.”
#3: Contempt
It’s the #1 predictor of breakups. Contempt is acting like you’re a better person than they are. Here’s John:
Contempt is talking down to their partner. Being insulting or acting superior. Not only did it predict relationship
breakup, but it predicted the number of infectious illnesses that the recipient of contempt would have in the
next four years when we measured health.
#4: Stonewalling
It’s shutting down or tuning out. It passively tells your partner, “I don’t care.” And 85% of the time it’s guys who
do this.
(Want to know a shortcut to creating a deeper bond with a romantic partner? Click here.)
Okay, that’s what kills a relationship. Naturally, you want to know what stops those things from occurring, right?

3 Things That Make Horsemen Go ByeBye
From looking at the Masters, John saw what prevented the downward spiral of the 4 Horsemen:
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#1: Know Thy Partner
John calls this building “love maps.” It’s really knowing your partner inside and out. It was one of the Masters’
most powerful secrets. Here’s John:
A love map is like a road map you make of your partner’s internal psychological world. The Masters were
always asking questions about their partner and disclosing personal details about themselves.
Why is this so rare? It takes time. And the disasters didn’t spend that time. In fact, most couples don’t spend
that much time.
John cited a study showing couples with kids talk to each other about 35 minutes per week. Yeah, 35 minutes.
And even most of that was just logistics — “When will you be there?” “Don’t forget to pick up milk.” — not deep
personal stuff like the Masters.
#2: Responding positively to “bids”
No, this has nothing to do with eBay. We all frequently make little bids for our partner’s attention.
You say something and you want them to respond. To engage. It can be as simple as saying, “Nice day, isn’t it?”
It’s almost like a video game: when the person responds positively (“turning towards a bid”) your relationship
gets a point.
When they don’t respond, or respond negatively, the relationship loses a point… or five. Here’s John:
The couples who divorced six years later had turned toward bids only 33% of the time. The couples
stayed married had turned toward bids 86% of the time. Huge difference.
Couples with high scores build relationship equity. They’re able to repair problems. They’re able to laugh and
smile even when arguing. And that makes a big difference. Here’s John:
If you turn toward bids at a high rate, you get a sense of humor during conflict. Humor is very powerful
because it reduces physiological arousal during arguments and that’s been replicated in several studies.
#3: Show admiration
Ever listen to someone madly in love talk about their partner? They sound downright delusional. They act like
the other person is a superhero. A saint.
And research shows that is perfect. Masters see their partner as better than they really are. Disasters see their
partners as worse than they really are.
(For more on the science of sexy, click here.)
Admiration is about the story you tell yourself about your partner. And that leads us to how to predict whether
your relationship is working…

http://www.bakadesuyo.com/2014/12/relationshipproblems/
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The Best Predictor Of How Good A Relationship Is
You can do this yourself: have someone ask you about the history of your relationship. What kind of
story do you tell?
When your partner describes your relationship to others, what kind of story do they tell?
Does the story minimize the negatives and celebrate the positives? Did it make the other person sound
great?
Or did it dwell on what’s wrong? Did it talk about what that idiot did this week that’s utterly wrong?
This simple “story of us” predicts which relationships succeed and which fail. Here’s John:
Our best prediction of the future of a relationship came from a couple’s “story of us.” It’s an everchanging
final appraisal of the relationship and your partner’s character. Some people were really developing a “story
of us” that was very negative in which they really described all the problems in the relationship. They really
emphasize what was missing. Masters did just the opposite: they minimized the negative qualities that all of
us have and they cherish their partner’s positive qualities. They nurture gratitude instead of resentment.
(For more on what research says makes love last, click here.)
Is there a part of a relationship conversation that’s critical? Actually, there is.

The Most Important Part Of A Relationship Conversation
It’s the beginning. 96% of the time John can predict the outcome of a conversation within the first three
minutes. Here’s John:
Negativity feeds on itself and makes the conversation stay negative. We also did seven years of research on
how Masters repair that negativity. One of the most powerful things is to say “Hey, this isn’t all your fault, I
know that part of this is me. Let’s talk about what’s me and what’s you.” Accepting responsibility is huge for
repair.
How you start those serious relationship discussions doesn’t just predict how the conversation goes — it also
predicts divorce after 6 years of marriage.
…it went on to predict with high accuracy their fate over a 6year period of time. The predictions we made
about couples’ futures held across seven separate studies, they held for heterosexual as well as samesex
couples, and they held throughout the life course.
So you’re talking and you’re starting off positive and calm. Great. Now you should stop talking. Why?
When I asked John what the best thing to do to improve a relationship he said, “Learn how to be a good
listener.”

http://www.bakadesuyo.com/2014/12/relationshipproblems/
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The Masters know how to listen. When their partners have a problem, they drop everything and listen non
defensively with empathy. Here’s John:
In really bad relationships people are communicating, “Baby when you’re in pain, when you’re unhappy,
when you hurt, I’m not going to be there for you. You deal with it on your own, find somebody else to talk to
because I don’t like your negativity. I’m busy, I’m really involved with the kids, I’m really involved with my job.”
Whereas the Masters have the model of, “When you’re unhappy, even if it’s with me, the world stops and I
listen.”
And sometimes the best thing to do at the beginning of a relationship argument is to end it immediately. Why?
69% of a couple’s problems are perpetual. They won’t be resolved.
Beating a dead horse, asking someone to fundamentally change who they are isn’t going to work — but it will
make them angry. Here’s John:
In the studies that Bob Levenson and I did, we brought couples back into the lab every couple of years
to find out what they are arguing about. And people resolved only about 31% of their disagreements. You can
edit these videotapes together and it looked like the same conversation over and over for 22 years. Masters
learn to accept what will not change and focus on the positive. They seem to say, “There’s a lot of good stuff
here and I can ignore the annoying things.”
(For more on how to listen like an expert, click here.)
Okay, that’s a lot of great stuff. Let’s round it up and finish with the thing John said that impressed me the most.

Sum Up
So here’s what John had to say:
1. The 4 things that kill relationships: Criticism, Defensiveness, Contempt and Stonewalling.
2. The 3 things that prevent them: Know your partner, respond positively to “bids”, and admire your
partner.
3. The best predictor of relationship success is how you and your partner tell your “story of us.”
4. The beginning of the conversation is crucial. Negativity compounds. Keep a cool head and resist
emotional inertia.
One last thing that really blew me away: what makes for happy relationships sounds a lot like what makes for
happiness in general.
Research shows, happy people seek out the positive and are grateful for it. Unhappy people find the negative in
everything.
There’s a very similar dynamic in relationships: Masters scan their relationship for good things, disasters
are always noting the bad.
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And not only that — the Masters’ way of looking at the world is actually more accurate. Here’s John:
People who have this negative habit of mind miss 50% of the positivity that outside objective observers see.
So the positive habit of mind is actually more accurate. If you have a negative habit of mind, you actually
distort toward the negative and you don’t see the positive. People with the positive habit of mind, it’s not that
they don’t see the negative — they do, they see it — but they really emphasize the positive in terms of the
impact on them. That’s the difference.
Choose to see the positive. It can cause a cascade:
It’s fuel for your good “story of us.”
You’ll probably start relationship conversations on a good note.
You’ll admire your partner.
And on and on…
Some of the same things that make you happy can improve your relationships — and vice versa. What’s better
than that?
John and I talked for over an hour, so there’s a lot more to this.
I’ll be sending out a PDF with more of his relationship tips in my weekly email (including the two words that can
help make arguments dissolve.) So to get that, sign up for my weekly email here.
Join over 145,000 readers. Get a free weekly update via email here.
Related posts:
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